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Abstract 
The translation of proper names is one of the most challenging activities faced by translators. All languages have particular personal 
names, some of which are deeply rooted in the culture of the speakers of the specific language; consequently, they can pose unique 
difficulties in the comprehension of culture-specific texts. It is interesting to note that some personal names have various allusions 
indicating sex, age, geographical belonging, history, specific meaning, playfulness of language and cultural connotations when 
omitting this implied information results in unacceptable translation. 
The goal of the research is to draw attention to the strategic choices for the translation of proper names in S. Jobs’ biography by 
Isaacson (2011) and its translation into Lithuanian by Ambrazeviþius (2012). S. Jobs stands as the ultimate icon of inventiveness 
and applied imagination; by connecting creativity with technology he started the era known as Computer age or Digital Age. 
Findings and results: the paper first gives a short overview of the concept of proper names and of the techniques that are applied 
when translating them. Second, the translation strategies and principles provided by the translation theorists Davies (2003) and 
Venuti (1995) used for the research are explained. In addition, the principles of adaptation of proper names provided by the State 
Commission of the Lithuanian Language are presented. Subsequently, the discussion proceeds to the quantitative analysis of the 
translated proper names with the emphasis on providing and explaining numerous examples. The emphasis is drawn to the strategies 
of localization, preservation, transformation and creation. 
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1. Introduction 
Globalization has an important impact on modern culture and people’s lives with translation as a significant tool 
for improvement of communication and cultural awareness among different cultures. Close political, economic and 
cultural relations have been established with the help of globalization. Languages reflect social, political, cultural and 
other changes in a society in the context of globalization when new concepts are introduced into them, thus, the change 
in a language starts with the change in lexis: new terms defining new objects or concepts are introduced in a language. 
That also includes the introduction of foreign proper names which are spread among languages. Consequently, the 
demand for the translation of proper names emerges. However, the translation of foreign proper names might be found 
problematic in the majority of cultures and, thus, languages. The norms of translation of proper names have been 
strongly discussed by Lithuanian linguists for a number of years; however, there is still no united agreement on how 
to do it properly. Therefore, the research into the translation of foreign proper names is relevant both for translation 
studies as well as everyday life. Even though the main rules of translation of foreign proper names exist, they have a 
frequent tendency to slightly shift since a language is an evolving phenomenon influenced by changes in various 
aspects of social, political, economic and cultural developments.  
Although the translation of proper names has been an object of discussion by various researchers (Newmark, 1993; 
2010; Aixela, 1997; Apostolova, 2004, Aguilera, 2008; Jaleniauskienơ & ýiþelytơ, 2009, Urbutis, 2007), it still 
remains a problematic area of translation for many, especially Lithuanian translators. There are two different 
approaches towards the issue among Lithuanian linguists. Some are in favor of a modern approach to the usage of 
foreign proper loanwords and, thus, claim that anthroponyms and toponyms can be adopted in Lithuanian, i.e. they 
can be used in their original forms; while others are in favor of conventional approach and are quite reserved towards 
foreign “exotic” words; consequently, they argue that proper names should be adapted to the phonetic, graphical and 
morphological features of Lithuanian. The issue of translation of proper names is relevant not only in Lithuanian since 
new generations have a tendency to refuse existing translation norms and are more likely to prefer authentic forms of 
foreign words, original proper names in this case. Thus, the aim of the paper is to analyze the translation of proper 
names from English into Lithuanian in “S. Jobs” by W. Isaacson (2011). 
2. Proper Names as a Subcategory of SCI: Translation 
Cultural knowledge and cultural difference have been the main focus of translation theory for as long as it has been 
in existence. The major concern has traditionally been with so-called cultural entities. Baker refers to cultural entities 
as culture-specific concepts, Newmark defines them as cultural words, Nord employs the term cultureme, Gambier 
names them as culture-specific references, Robinson, Vlachov and Florin use the term realia (Baker, 1992: 21; 
Newmark, 2010: 173; Nord, 1997: 34; Gambier, 2007: 159; Robinson, 2003: 242, Vlachov & Florin, 1980:6).  
There is no agreement not only in terminology of CSI’s but in the definitions as well. Nord defines CSIs as “a 
cultural phenomenon that is present in culture X but not present (in the same way) in culture Y” (Nord, 1997: 34).  
Robinson states that CSIs are words and phrases that are so heavily and exclusively rooted in one culture that they are 
almost impossible to translate into the terms – verbal or otherwise – of another (Robinson, 2003:223-242). There has 
been made a significant number of attempts to list translation strategies for handling with individual cases of CSIs. 
Then the review of translation strategies includes analyses carried out by such scholars as Davies (2003), Aixela 
(1997), Mikutytơ (2005) Newmark (2010), Baker, (1992), Danytơ (2006) and Schäffner et al. (2001). 
The concept of CSIs encompasses different aspects of human life. In order to perform systematic analysis of the 
translation of CSIs it is important to divide them into categories and subcategories. In fact, there have been many 
attempts to categorize CSIs. Such scholars as Newmark, Aixela, Mikutytơ and Vlachov and Florin provided their 
categorizations that differ greatly (Newmark, 2010: 173; Aixela, 1997: 59; Mikutytơ, 2005:1; Vlachov & Florin, 
1980:51-56). 
Newmark suggests another categorization of CSIs: ecology; public life; social life; personal life; customs and 
pursuits; private passions (Newmark, 2010: 173-177). Aixela divides CSIs into two categories: proper names and 
common expressions. According to the scholar, proper names include both conventional names i.e. names that do not 
have any meaning in themselves and name that are loaded with certain historical and cultural associations (Aixela, 
1997:59), e.g., Seattle, Bacardi (Aixela 1997:59). Common expressions, in turn, cover the world of objects, 
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institutions, habits and opinions restricted to each culture, which cannot be included in the field of proper names, e.g. 
inches, dollars, corned beef (Aixela, 1997:59). In other words, common expressions include all the CSIs that do not 
fall under the category of proper names. What is more, capitalization of proper names and common expressions differs: 
proper names are capitalized, whereas common expressions are not. Linguists define proper names as “unique beings 
or things” (Valentine, Brennen & Brédart, 2002:4), which include personal names, geographical names, names of 
unique objects, names of unique animals, names of institutions and facilities, names of newspapers and magazines, 
titles of books, musical pieces, paintings or sculptures, names of single events (ibid.). 
Therefore, proper nouns are words and phrases that refer to a person, place, thing or some specific / unique objects 
or entities; in addition, proper nouns have their first letters capitalized (Quirk, 1985: 1637; Grevisse & Goosse, 2008). 
Although they are definite in nature and, thus, could be expected to take a definite article in the languages where the 
articles are used, “usually take no article, neither in Dutch, nor in German, English, French, and Spanish” 
(Langendock, 2007:157), as Crystal claims they “cannot be used with determiners in the way common nouns can” 
(Crystal, 2008:392). The category of personal names includes names, surnames, nicknames and pseudonyms 
(Jakaitienơ, 2010:267). Another category of proper names contains place names such as the names of cities, towns, 
mountains, hills, lakes etc., e.g., Strasbourg, Freiburg. The category of names of streets and squares encompasses 
different names of streets, squares such as Maple Street. Names of periodicals include names of newspapers, 
magazines, journals such as The Times, The New York Times. The last category under the title names of companies 
and brand names contains such names of companies as Apple and brand names as Mercedes, Honda, etc. (Mikutytơ, 
2005:1). 
Various attempts to provide solutions for translation of CSIs have been made (Davies, 2003: 70).  According to 
Davies translation of CSIs can be viewed in two approaches: 
x when the distinction is made between two basic goals of the translator, i.e. preserving the characteristics of 
the ST or adapting it to the target audience, e.g., Venuti’s (1995) principles of domestication and 
foreignization;  
x when a list of alternative procedures for dealing with individual CSI is listed, e.g., Davies’s proposed 
translation strategies: preservation, addition, omission, globalization, localization, transformation, and 
creation (Davies, 2003: 69-70). 
Venuti introduces terms of domestication and foreignization (Venuti, 1995: 240-244). According to Venuti, the 
former refers to an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target language cultural values, bring the author back 
home, while the latter is an ethnodeviant pressure on those (cultural) values to register the linguistic and cultural  
difference of the foreign text, sending the reader abroad (Venuti, 1995: 20). Generally speaking, domestication 
designates the type of translation in which a transparent, fluent style is adopted to minimize the strangeness of the 
foreign text for target language readers, while foreignization means a target text is produced which deliberately breaks 
target conventions by retaining something of the foreignness of the original (Shuttleworth & Cowie, 1997:59). 
The decision of the translator to keep closer to foreignization or domestication might reveal important information. 
Baker points out that the decision of the translator is based on how much license is given to him/her and on the purpose 
of the translation (Baker, 1992: 31). 
3. Findings of the Research 
The material for the research has been gathered from the original text “Steve Jobs“ by Walter Isaacson (2011) and 
its Lithuanian translation “Steve Jobs” by Paulius Ambrazeviþius (2012). The proper names have been analyzed 
according to Davies’ (2003) translation strategies (addition, preservation, globalization, omission, localization, 
creation and transformation) and Venuti’s (1995) principles of translation (domestication and foreignization). The 
State Commission of the Lithuanian Language (Lith. Valstybinơ lietuviǐ kalbos komisija) has approved certain 
principles that translators should comply with, thus, the paper refers to the 19 June 1997 Decision No. 60 “On the 
Spelling and Punctuation of the Lithuanian Language” (first edition in 1984, second in 1991) (henceforth Decision 
No. 60) and 6 May 2004 decision No. 7 (96) (henceforth Decision No. 7 (96)) that contains amendments of Decision 
No. 60. The category of personal names is divided into 1) male names and 2) female names. 
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3.1. Translation of Male Names 
Examples 1-3 show that some male names are localized: en. John Draper – lt. Johnas Darperis, en. Greg Calhoun 
–lt. Gregas Calhounas, en. Bill Atkinson – lt. Bilas Atkinsonas. The translator adapts the CSIs in accordance with 
Lithuanian grammar rules by adding endings -as, -is to the names and surnames. As it is maintained in Section 4.1 of 
the Decision No. 7(96), authentic male names ending with a consonant are added endings -as, -is, -(i)us. Furthermore, 
Section 4.11 of the same document states that if personal names consist of two words, the second word is added an 
ending and is inflected for case. In the above presented examples, endings are added to both components of personal 
names; hence, such localization violates the principles proposed by the State Commission of the Lithuanian Language. 
1) A hero of the piece was John Draper, a hacker known as Captain Crunch because he had discovered that the 
sound emitted by the toy whistle that came with the breakfast cereal was the same 2600 Hertz tone used by the 
phone network’s call-routing switches. / Lith. Straipsnio herojumi buvo tapĊs Johnas Draperis, programišius, 
žinomas „Captain Crunch“ pravarde, nes jis atrado, kad garsas kurƳ skleidžia šiǐ dribsniǐ dơžutơje esantis 
žaislinis švilpukas, yra tokio paties 2600 hercǐ dažnio tono kurƳ naudoja tinklo skambuþiǐ nukreipimo 
perjungikliai. 
2) Greg Calhoun, who became close to Jobs right after college, saw another effect. / Lith. Gregas Calhounas, 
tapĊs artimu Jobso draugu, Ƴžvelgơ dar vieną tokios vaikystơs poveikƳ. 
3) There was, however, one programmer who was infusing the project with some life: Bill Atkinson. / Lith. Prie 
projekto dirbo vienas programuotojas, kuris vis Ƴkvơpdavo kompiuteriui naujos gyvybơs – tai buvo Bilas 
Atkinsonas. 
Personal names in examples 4, 5 are localized as well; however, only the surnames are added the Lithuanian ending 
–as: en. Larry Lang – lt. Larry Langas, en.  George Simpson – lt. George Simpsono (George Simpsonas). It is claimed 
in Section 6.4 of the Decision No. 60 that Lithuanian endings are not added to personal names ending in a root vowel 
(except from a) or a diphthong. Thus, the above presented personal names are formed in accordance with the rules of 
the State Commission of the Lithuanian Language. 
4) The most important of these neighbors, Larry Lang, lived seven doors away. / Lith. Žinomiausias iš kaimynǐ 
buvo Larry Langas, gyvenĊs už septyniǐ namǐ. 
5) Joanne married a colorful ice-skating instructor, George Simpson. / Lith.  Joanne ištekơjo už spalvingo 
þiuožimo instruktoriaus George Simpsono.  
In translation of some names, especially the names of famous people, the combination of localization and addition 
strategies (when translator’s explanations are provided in the text) is used. Consider examples 6, 7: lt. with a passing 
resemblance to James Dean - kiek panašus Ƴ Jamesą Deaną (garsǐ tu laikǐ Holivudo aktoriǐ / famous Hollywood 
actor – translator’s explanation), en. would have dazzled Diaghilev – lt. bǌtǐ stebinĊ net ir patƳ S. Diaghilievą (rusǐ 
šokơjas, baleto meistras / Russian ballet-dancer – translator’s explanation). The use of addition strategy highly 
depends on the context, for example if a character is said to look like a famous person it is relevant to give an 
explanation; however, if a comparison is not involved and the famous person is well known to the target audience, an 
explanation is irrelevant. Although the translator is very thorough at clarifying names of famous people, some names 
are not explained, for example, Rasputin in example 8. The CSI Rasputin could be clarified in the following way: 
Grigory Yefimovich Rasputin is a Siberian peasant and mystic whose ability to improve the condition of Aleksey 
Nikolayevich, the hemophiliac heir to the Russian throne, made him an influential favorite at the court of Emperor 
Nicholas II and Empress Alexandra. 
6) He was a taut, tattooed engine mechanic, six feet tall, with a passing resemblance to James Dean. / Lith. Jis 
buvo tvarkingas, tatuiruotas laivo mechanikas šešiǐ pơdǐ ǌgio (184 cm- vert. past.) , kiek panašus Ƴ Jamesą 
Deaną (garsǐ tu laikǐ Holivudo aktoriǐ – vert. past.) 
7) The audacity of this pirouette technique would have dazzled Diaghilev. / Lith. Tokie drasǌs piruetai bǌtǐ 
stebinĊ net ir patƳ S. Diaghilievą (rusǐ šokơjas, baleto meistras – vert. past.). 
8) “He reminded me of Rasputin,” said Debi Coleman./ Lith. Man jis priminơ Rasputiną, - pasakojo Debi 
Coleman.  
 
Examples 9, 10 show that Japanese male names are translated by applying the strategy of preservation of form: 
Mizushima Satoshi is rendered as Mizushima Satoshi and Shunryu Suzuki is rendered Shunryu Suzuki. Personal names 
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ending in the unstressed vowel i are added the consonant s (Section 4.6 of the Decision No. 7 (96)). Hence, Mizushima 
Satoshi should be translated as Mizushima Satoshis and Shunryu Suzuki, e.g., as Shunryu Suzukis, while the name of 
Hidertoshi Komoto is preserved in the translation. 
9) Apple got three hundred orders at the show, and Jobs met a Japanese textile maker, Mizushima Satoshi, who 
became Apple’s first dealer in Japan. / Lith. „Apple“ sulaukơ trijǐ šimtǐ užsakymǐ, o S. Jobsas susitiko su 
Mizushima Satoshi, tekstilơs pramoninku iš Japonijos, kuris tapo pirmuoju „Apple“ pardavơju toje šalyje. 
10) So Sony sent over the engineer who had developed the drive, Hidertoshi Komoto, a Purdue graduate who 
fortunately possessed a good sense of humor about his clandestine task./ Lith. Todơl „Sony“ atsiuntơ ƳrenginƳ 
sukǌrusƳ inžinieriǐ Hidertoshi Komoto, Purdue Universtiy absolventą, kuris, laimei, Ƴ savo slaptą užduotƳ 
žiǌrơjo su sveiku humoro jausmu. 
3.2. Translation of Female Names 
Cases 11, 12 indicate that for translation of female names preservation strategy is usually employed: Chrisann 
Brennan is rendered as Chrisann Brennan, Ann Bowers is translated as Ann Bowers. According to the comment of 
Section 4.1.3. of the Decision No. 7 (96), endings are not added to female names ending in consonants; thus, female 
names found in S. Job’s biography by Walter Isaacson are translated in correspondence with the requirements of the 
State Commission of the Lithuanian Language. 
11) Toward the end of his senior year at Homestead, in the spring of 1972, Jobs started going out with a girl 
named Chrisann Brennan, who was about his age but still a junior. / Lith. Baigdamas Homestead High 
mokyklą, 1972 metǐ pavasarƳ Jobsas pradơjo susitikinơti su mergina Chrisann Brennan. 
12) Ann Bowers became an expert at dealing with Jobs’s perfectionism, petulance, and prickliness. / Lith. Ann 
Bowers tapo tikra S. Jobso perfekcionizmo, irzlumo ir dygumo ekspertơ. 
13) “It was a screaming battle, right in front of everybody,” recalled Adele Goldberg, the Xerox PARC engineer. 
/ Lith. „Jie ơmơ šaukti vienas ant kito“, - prisimena Adelơ Goldberg, inžinierơ iš „Xeroc PARC“. 
14) But it wasn’t his looks that got him a date with Clara Hagopian, a sweet-humored daughter of Armenian 
immigrants. / Lith. Bet ne savo išvaizda jis padarơ ƳspǌdƳ Clarai Hagopian, geraširdei imigrantǐ iš Armơnijos 
dukrai. 
What is more, several cases of localized female name were found. In example 13, Adele Goldberg is translated as 
Adelơ Goldberg. If personal names end in the unstressed e, they are added the ending ơ (Section 4.7. of the Decision 
No. 7 (96). Thus, the CSI Adelơ Goldberg is rendered in accordance with the principles proposed by the State 
Commission of the Lithuanian Language. In example 14, Clara Hagopian is translated as Clarai Hagopian. It is 
observed that the name Clara is inflected as Clarai. This choice of the translator complies with Section 4.8.of the 
Decision No. 7 (96) which states that personal names ending in unstressed a, ia and ya, are left unchanged and are 
inflected for case in Lithuanian. 
After analyzing the translation of male and female names, general tendencies in translation of personal names can 
be provided: out of 167 instances of personal names, 124 are translated by using localization strategy, 36 by applying 
preservation strategy and 7 by using the combination of localization and addition strategies. The results of the research 
suggest that localization prevails in the translation of personal names. 
4. Conclusions 
In accordance with Davies’s translation strategies, male names are generally localized and female names are both 
localized and preserved. Translation of most male names violates language principles established by the State 
Commission of the Lithuanian Language; whereas, female names are translated in compliance with the requirements 
of the Commission. Applying Venuti’s principles of translation it is concluded that a considerable number of personal 
names falls under domestication principle. The usage of preservation and localization reveals the translator’s attempt 
to provide as accurate and clear a translation as possible, presenting all necessary information for Lithuanian readers. 
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Since from personal names it is possible to infer some implied information which might be significant for 
translators as well as target readers, i.e. gender, race, nationality, class or religion, culture awareness of both source 
as well as target language is essential for the translation of culture specific items, proper names in particular. 
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